FLYING    NORTH
pheasant; I had never known such exquisite fish fare in
my life.
While Sadkov battled with sleep over his book, Ivan
Alexandrovitch put the globe on the table next to his plate
and did as many of his colleagues had done before. He
covered the blue of the oceans and the yellow of the lands
on this miniature of the world with finger-prints. From
the back of the room Sadkov grinned. Tity this Dickens
fellow is dead. Would have preferred to pilot him across
the Arctic rather than you, Petr Albertovitch. Sure he
would have written a better book about it all than you will!'
Sadkov was not impressed with the way I looked at things
and collected my information.
£Shut up, and sleep,' Ivan Alexandrovitch hurried to
my defence. 'Otherwise you won't even be able to get us
safely through, let alone Dickens.5
Then he gave me some well-meant advice. 'Don't tell
your readers too much about how primitive this air base is.
In ten years' time some of them will spend a night here
themselves. And then they will think you have been lying.
Because by then this will no longer be a rough timber
cabin. There will be a beautiful hotel, with soft beds and
central heating. Out there, where the sledges are stored
in the open, will be signposts: "To San Francisco, left
staircase. To Tokyo, central staircase. To London, right
staircase." And a nicely polished chromium plate, lit with
neon tubes throughout the winter months, will say: "Trans-
Polar passengers, any staircase," The path down to the
airport will be cemented and railed, and no one will tumble
on slippery mud.' (He was tactful enough not to add,
'Like you, Petr Albertovitch.')
CA11 that is really important in the world, politically and
economically, lies on the northern hemisphere,3 he continued
with his fingers on the globe. 'Russia, Europe, America.
Quite naturally, therefore, the shortest air lines are over
the Arctic and not east-west round the waist of the earth.*
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